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Crash
C
or So
oar?
Will
W the legal
l
com
mmunitty acceptt “predicctive cod
ding?”
By
B Anne Kers haw & Josep
ph Howie
In the beginning there was
s
brute force linea
ar review off
electro
onic data — lawyers
s
would start at on
ne end of a
docum
ment collectio
on and march
h
throug
gh
it,
document
by
y
docum
ment, makin
ng decisions
s
regard
ding
relevance,,
confidentiality, priv
vilege, topic, and importan
nce.
Then
n came linearr "clustered" review, wherre documents
s
on similar topics are
a electronica
ally identified and grouped
d
so tthat review lawyers cou
uld read top
pically-related
d
documents togeth
her and hopeffully in sequen
nce — clearly
y
a hug
ge step towarrds consistenc
cy.
Data volumes have
h
continue
ed to increa
ase, causing
g
furthe
er pressure to lower the cost of pre-production
n
revie
ews. Litigants are finding re
elief from esc
calating costs
s
with predictive co
oding, a human and techn
nical process
s
wherre a subset of
o records is examined
e
by lawyers, and
d
decissions made on
o those reco
ords are then
n propagated
d
throu
ughout the document pop
pulation. This
s reduces orr
eliminates the nee
ed to examine
e all records.
Can litigants relliably produc
ce documents that they
y
have
en't read? Our eDisco
overy Institu
ute recently
y
conducted a surv
vey and the re
esults docum
ment that yes,,
you can — and
d save mon
ney in the process.
p
We
e
surve
eyed 11 e-discovery ven
ndors who use predictive
e
codin
ng. The results report tha
at, on averag
ge, predictive
e
codin
ng saved 45
5% of the co
osts of norm
mal review —
beyo
ond the saving
gs that could
d be obtained
d by duplicate
e
consolidation and
d e-mail threa
ading. Seven respondents
s
reporrted that in in
ndividual cases the saving
gs were 70%
%
or mo
ore.
ADVA
VANTAGES
The a
advantages of
o predictive coding
c
extend
d beyond costt
savin
ngs:
Transsparency: Alll respondents
s track how their
t
systems
s
were
e used to sele
ect records. The
T
types of data tracked
d
varie
ed with type of system used, but include
ed items such
h
as parameter setttings, and re
elevance tag
gs applied by
y
expe
erts. With line
ear review typ
pically only th
he conclusion
n

is re
ecorded (e.g., relevant or n
not) with no in
nsight into the
e
decission-making p
process.
Repllicability: Nine respondents said their system
m
prod
duces the sam
me results on the same da
ata if the steps
outlin
ned in the au
udit trail are ffollowed. Thiss is in marked
d
cont rast to hum
man linear review, wh
hich typically
y
prod
duces low levvels of agreem
ment when different teams
revie
ew the same records.
For e
example, in o
our study, "D
Document Cattegorization in
n
Lega
al Electronicc Discovery: Computer Classification
n
vers us Manual R
Review," Roitb
blat, Kershaw
w, Oot, Journa
al
of th
he American Society forr Information Science and
d
Tech
hnology , 61((1):70–80, 20
010), two tea
ams reviewed
d
5,00
00 documentss from a colllection that had originally
y
been
n reviewed fo
or responding to a Departm
ment of Justice
e
invesstigation. In terms of overall agreem
ment (counting
g
both responsive and nonresp
ponsive docum
ments), Team
m
A ag
greed with th
he original re
eviewers 76%
% of the time
e,
and with Team B 72% of the time. Team A agreed with
h
Team
m B 70% of th
he time.
Conssidering onlyy documents identified as responsive
e,
Team
m A identifie
ed 48.8% of those iden
ntified by the
e
origi nal reviewerss and Team B identified 5
53.9%. Of the
e
docu
uments identified as respo
onsive by eith
her Team A or
o
B, th
he original revviewers identified 16.9%.
Two electronic se
ervice provide
ers reviewed the complete
e
colle
ection using ttheir document categoriza
ation systems
s,
and achieved higher level of o
overall agreem
ments with the
e
origi nal reviewers (83.2% and 83.6%) than those
e
achie
eved by the human review teams. O
One identified
d
45.8
8% of the rec ords originallly identified a
as responsive
e,
the o
other 52.7%
Reevvaluating pro
oduction sets: The costs off linear review
w
are so high thatt parties rare
ely have the luxury of re
eevalu
uating docum
ments that have already be
een reviewed
d,
rega
ardless of wh
hat may have
e been learn
ned about the
e
issue
es after theyy were initially evaluated.. By contrastt,
beca
ause predictivve coding is based on hu
uman-assisted
d
com puter analysis, sets of documents can be examined
d
mult iple times usiing different p
parameters orr sample sets.
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Confidentiality: Because fewer reviewers see a given set
of documents, predictive coding results in exposing
confidential business documents to fewer people.
Shortened time lines: Computer-based analysis can
review large volumes of data in short time frames,
speeding discovery responses as well as internal and
regulatory investigations. Faster delivery can be critical
from a business perspective, e.g., obtaining regulatory
approvals for a merger.
HOW IT WORKS
Survey respondents described how their processes
worked. Six used queries as a component of predictive
coding, and five used clustering — with some
differences on whether terms could be inferred or not
(e.g., whether a document that contained "Ford and
Toyota" could find or associate documents that only
contained the words "Chevy and Honda").
Some of the terms used to describe the respondents'
offerings included "supervised learning" (Equivio),
"linguistic statistical analysis (FTI), "machine learning"
(InterLegis), "classification based technology" (Kroll),
and "probabilistic latent semantic analysis" (Xerox).
OBSTACLES TO WIDER ADOPTION
Given the claimed advantages for predictive coding, why
isn't everyone using it? The most mentioned reason,
cited by 10 respondents, was uncertainty or fear about
whether judges will accept predictive coding.
(Paradoxically, at a recent U.S. Magistrates' Conference,
a participant jurist asked for advice on how to convince
lawyers to use this type of approach.)
The second and third reasons cited were lack of
awareness of options on the part of in-house counsel,
and insensitivity to costs of inefficiencies by law firms.
TERMINOLOGY
Eight respondents preferred some term other than
"predictive coding" to describe the computerized
approach to production review. Some took issue with
"coding" as implying a level of precision that could be
misleading. Some pointed out that their systems used a
non-binary ranking system that required input to
establish cutoff scores. Others suggested that
"automated" or "propagated" would be more apt than
"predictive."
E-MAIL THREADING

LANGUAGES
All of the respondents can process English, French,
German and Spanish; eight can also handle Chinese,
Japanese, Korean and Arabic.
TYPE MATTER/POPULATION SIZE
The respondents indicated that the value of predictive
coding was higher in larger volume cases with short
deadlines.
One respondent indicated it had highest value where the
document population had been pre-culled, although
another said that it was most beneficial where minimal
initial document culling and classification had occurred.
Respondents varied in their responses to whether there
was a minimum size below which predictive coding was
less valuable. Two said 5,000 documents, another said
25,000 documents, while yet another reported a
perception that it may be unnecessary in any case
involving less than 25 GBs of electronically stored
information.
QUALITY CONTROL
Eight respondents reported sampling nonselected
records as a way of validating the results either routinely
or as an option. The mere mention of sampling shows
that predictive coding raises the bar on the level of
technical competency required by the producing party —
having enough knowledge to assess the results through
sampling and other means.
To be comfortable that predictive coding technology
satisfies the legal standards for document review
(reasonableness), counsel undeniably will need to
understand how the results are tested and verified.
However, litigants should take comfort in knowing that if
the same statistical rigor were applied to traditional linear
review, it would often fail.

Study Participants
Capital Legal Solutions: www.capitallegals.com
Catalyst Repository Systems: www.catalystsecure.com
Equivio: www.equivio.com
FTI Technology: www.ftitechnology.com
Galivan Gallivan & O'Melia: www.digitalwarroom.com
Hot Neuron: www.cluster-text.com
InterLegis: www.interlegis.com
Kroll Ontrack: www.krollontrack.com

Respondents differed somewhat in how they used e-mail
threading analysis in conjunction with predictive coding,
i.e., whether predictive coding would treat all e-mails
from a thread alike, or if some could be treated
differently.

Recommind: www.recommind.com
Valora Technologies: www.valoratech.com
Xerox Litigation Services: www.xerox-xls.com
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